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Review: Narrative Event Chains 

• Narrative (Event) Chains: partially ordered sets of 
events centered around a common protagonist. 

 

• An event is a verb together with its constellation of 
arguments. 

 

• An event slot is a tuple of an event and a particular 
argument slot (grammatical relation): <v, d>, v is a 
verb, d∈{subject, object, prep} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Review: Narrative Event Chains 

• A chain is a tuple (L, O) where L is a set of 
event slots and O is a partial (temporal) 
ordering. 



Review: the Case for Arguments 

• The problem of Chambers & Jurafsky, 2008: chain learning and 
clustering is based only on the frequency with which two verbs 
share arguments, ignoring any features of the arguments 
themselves. 

• Which event is most likely to occur? 
– Incorrectly favor (fly X) because it is observed during training with all five 

event slots. 

– Favor (charge X) because it shares many arguments with (accuse X), (search X) 
and (suspect X). 



Review: the Case for Joint Chains 

• The problem of Chambers & Jurafsky, 2008: making judgments only 
between protagonist arguments, one slot per event. 

• Which verb is more related to arrest, convict or capture? 
– Incorrectly choose convict because of its highest score 

– Choose capture because both the objects (suspect) and subjects (police) are 
identical. 

 

police arrest suspect 

 

judge convict suspect 

police capture suspect 
 



Review: Semantic Role Labeling 

• Problems: 

– Most work on semantic role labeling is supervised. 

– Or require a predefined set of roles to define the 
domain of their probabilistic model. 

• Goals: 

– Unsupervised learning. 

– Learning the roles themselves. 



Typed Narrative Chains 

• A Typed Narrative Chain is a partially ordered set of 
event slots that share an argument, but now the 
shared argument is a role defined by being a 
member of a set of types R. 

• A Typed Narrative Chain: (L, P, O) 
– L: set of event slots 

– O: partial ordering 

– P: a set of argument types (head words) representing a single role 



Argument Types 

• To learn narrative chains: 

– Parse the text 

– Resolve coreference (OpenNLP) 

– Extract chains of events that share participants 
• Record counts of arguments that are observed with each pair of 

event slots 

• Build the referential set for each word from its coreference chain 

• represent each observed argument by the most frequent head 
word in its referential set 

 

 

 



• But for a growing proportion of U.S. workers, the troubles really set 
in when they apply for unemployment benefits. Many workers find 
their benefits challenged. 

 

Argument Types 

they apply 

workers find 

X   apply 

X   find Head word: 
workers 



Argument Types: 
CorefChain by Stanford Parser 

• But for a growing proportion of U.S. workers, the troubles really set 
in when they apply for unemployment benefits. Many workers find 
their benefits challenged. 
 

• {2=CHAIN2-["a growing proportion of U.S. workers" in sentence 1],  
• 4=CHAIN4-["U.S. workers" in sentence 1, "they" in sentence 1],  
• 5=CHAIN5-["the troubles" in sentence 1],  
• 7=CHAIN7-["unemployment benefits" in sentence 1],  
• 8=CHAIN8-["Many workers" in sentence 2, "their" in sentence 2],  
• 9=CHAIN9-["their benefits challenged" in sentence 2]} 

 



Review: Event Slot Similarity without Argument Types 

• PMI (pointwise mutual information): 

 

 

• Chain similarity: 

 

 

 

new event slot 

verb argument 



Event Slot Similarity with Argument Types 

• Similarity in the context of a specific argument a: 

 

 

 

• Score the entire chain for a particular argument: 

 

 

• Chain similarity:  

corpus count of a 
filling the 
arguments of 
events b and b’ 



Narrative Schema: Multiple Chains 
The Model 

• A Narrative Schema is a set of typed narrative 
chains.  

• A narrative schema: N = (E, C)  

– E: a set of events (verbs) 

• An event:  
– verb v 

– grammatical argument positions Dv          {subject, object, prep} 

– C: a set of typed chains over the event slots 



Narrative Schema: Multiple Chains 
The Model 

Typed chains 



Narrative Schema: Multiple Chains 
Learning Narrative Schemas 

• A verb is added to a schema if both its subject 
and object are assigned to chains in the 
schema with high confidence. 

police pull_over cars  

police search defendant  

In the schema 

Not in the schema 

 

 



Narrative Schema: Multiple Chains 
Learning Narrative Schemas 

Entire narrative schema 

verb 

For all grammatical 
argument positions: 
subject, object and prep 

Maximizing among 
all chains 

Base score 

chain verb 

grammatical 
argument position 

• Event relatedness function: is v the best? 



Narrative Schema: Multiple Chains 
Building Schemas 

• Add the best event slot based on: 

• Old: 

 

• New: 

 

 

• Verbs are incrementally added to a narrative 
schema by strength of similarity. 



Sample Narrative Schemas 



Evaluation: FrameNet 

• FrameNet: a database of frames, structures that 
characterize particular situations. 
– A set of events (the verbs and nouns that describe 

them) 
– A set of frame-specific semantic roles called frame 

elements that can be arguments of the lexical units in 
the frame 

• Qualitative evaluations using FrameNet: 
– Verb groupings 
– Linking structure 
– Argument roles 

 

 



“Manufacturing” in FrameNet 

 



Evaluation: Cloze 

• The cloze task: remove a random word from a 
sentence and ask the subject to guess what is 
missing.  

• The narrative cloze is a variation on this idea that 
removes an event slot from a known narrative 
chain. Performance is measured by the position 
of the missing event slot in a system’s ranked 
guess list. 

• Training and Test Data: NYT portion of the 
Gigaword Corpus (years 1994-2004), one million 
articles. 



Evaluation: Cloze 

 



Thank you! 


